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Abstract—Sentiment analysis is an errand which is used to
analyse people’s opinions which has been derived out of textual
data seems productive for palpating various NLP applications.
The grievances associated with this task is that, there prevails
variety of sentiments within these documents, accompanied with
diverse expressions. Therefore, it seems hard to whip out all
sentiments employing a dictionary which is commonly used. This
work attempts at constructing the domain sentiment dictionary,
by employing the external textual data. Besides, various
classification models could be utilised to classify the documents
congruent to their opinion. We have also implemented topic
modelling, emoticon analysis and optimized gender classification
in our proposed system. Many sectors have been identified where
women are being abused. Clusters are formed for these sectors
and the most affected sector is also identified.
Keywords—Sentiment analysis, cluster, Classifier, Modelling.

I. INTRODUCTION
Based on vast augmentation in networks, internet
has turned out to be a basic need for human survival. This
development in internet increased the connectivity among
people around the globe. People are getting more exposed to
social media platforms in every possible way. So public
opinion analysis has become a trend in the society before
any further step in any industry. Hence the insistence for
sentiment analysis along with opinion mining is burgeoning.
In this era of machine learning sentimental analysis [1-3]
plays a pivotal role in creating awareness through analyzing
a big sample of social media users who share their thoughts,
emotions and opinions. In this work, text mining helps is
used to obtain results. As there are many social media
platforms on the internet, one among them is twitter. The
main use of this social network is that it contains hashtags
which makes our task easier for data collection.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA), an
unsupervised learning technique was proposed, which was
formulated on statistical Latent class model. The authors
affirmed that their approach seems to be more of principal
oriented than the Conventional Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA), as it possess a strong statistical foundation which
adopts Annealed Likelihood function as its optimization
criterion [4-7].

The privileges of this PLSA is considered as a promising
and productive unsupervised learning method, which covers
a wide spectrum of applications with respect to text learning
[8].The authors stated the employment of semantic features
in the twitter sentiment classification. They explored three
other approaches for assimilating the collected tweets for
effective analysis. These approaches include replacement,
augmentation and interpolation [9]. Replacement includes
replacing the words with meaningful words, deleting the
unnecessary words. Augmentation simply means adding.
Approaches in augmentation include adding noise and
applying transformations on existing data. In sparse areas
imputation and dimensional reduction are also used for
augmentation in the data sets. Interpolation is a process of
drawing new data points from the existing range of known
data points. Mainly interpolation helped the model to
achieve best results by interpolating the generative words
into unigram language model of Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier
[10].
A new approach to sentimental analysis was
introduced, which uses support vector machines (SVM).
Mainly, this SVM is used to bring together potentially
pertinent information from different sources [11-13]. This
also includes various favourability measures for phases and
adjectives related to topic of the text in the tweet. Merits of
this approach includes the incorporation of various words
(with the help of SVM) where, previously it was limited to
the specific words that are present in the tweets. Due to this
incorporation of words from various sources, efficiency of
the model was declined.
III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Initially data has been collected in the first step. Later on it
is pre-processed. The pre-processed data is used for getting
valuable insights through different visualization techniques.
Finally clusters are formed and the most affective cluster is
identified (Fig. 1).
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C. Gender Classification
Twitter doesn’t disclose the gender of the tweeting purpose.
But we can find out the gender of the user through their
usernames. This can be achieved using traditional dictionary
libraries.
D. Visualization
Generally visualizations are used to understand the reactions
of the people in an easy manner. Various types of
visualizations helps us to recognize any hidden semantic
patterns in a precise manner.
Some of the visualizations used in the project are
1. Bar plot
2. Histogram
3. Word cloud
IV.

Calculation of the score of the tweet is an important step for
this analysis because this distinguishes the type of tweet and
further classifies it. This classification is done with the help
of the dictionaries which includes a wide range of positive
and negative words in it. Hence all the extracted tweets
including the cluster data undergoes this process.
Calculation of the score of a tweet involves the number of
positive and negative words in it. The ultimate score will be
the difference of positive and negative words. Depending
upon the final score, that particular tweet is further
categorized into any one of the 5 categories. These
categories contain headers like most positive, positive,
neutral, negative, most negative which is shown in figure 1.
This is achieved by using laply function. Hence the above
stated process is done to the cleansed data obtained after
pre-processing.

Fig 1. System Architecture
The input data has been collected from twitter using various
hashtags (#Metoo, #politics, #Education, #work) using
twitter consumer key, API, secret key. All the extracted
tweets are stored in a .csv format. With the help of hashtags
like politics, education and work abuses in those fields are
identified and data will be stored under different sectors
which helps in the formation of clusters. Storage of tweets
are done because extraction of tweets depends on the
number of people tweeting using a particular hashtag. So if
we take it dynamically sometimes the number tweets can be
low. To avoid such constraints the required input data is
stored in csv format. Two dictionaries are formed with a
catalogue of positive and negative words in it.
Data pre-processing is to be done to the collected input as it
contains so much of noise. Here noise includes like
punctuations marks, numbers, stop words, tags, URL’S, unparliamentary language, missing end marks, splitting the
sentence into words. Words like RT, CRT, amp, thi, CrT are
also removed. These words are present at the beginning of
each tweet. So all the above stated things are removed
during pre-processing.
A. Topic Modelling
Topic modelling groups the similar words into one cluster
which helps to identify the hidden patterns in it.
B. Emoticon Analysis
Emoticon analysis is used to calculate the reaction of the
tweeting person. In this analysis we replaced emoticons to a
suitable word, so that we can take the emoticon into
consideration while categorizing the tweet.
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Fig 2. Classification of tweets of #MeToo
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This is a word cloud that displays the most frequent words
used in the tweets. The bigger the word is the bigger its size
(occurrences) in the cloud. The specialty of this cloud is that
if we hover on any of the word in the cloud it displays the
frequency of that.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig 3. Scores of the tweets
A. Identification of the Most- Affected Cluster
Sentiment scores calculated are grouped into negative and
positive. Scores with a negative number falls under negative
category and score with a positive number falls under
positive category. So sentiment scores are calculated for the
clusters and all the negative categories are compared and a
bar plot is drawn to identify the most-affected cluster among
the three of the clusters.

Data is collected from twitter and is not limited to a single
platform. It can be collected from any social media
platform, but the collected data should be accurate. Hence
the collected data is pre-processed. Many pre-processing
techniques are done to the data such that, the factual data is
supplied as an input to the process. The pre-processed data
is visualized to get valuable insights from it. Visualizations
include bar plot, word clouds etc. Hence, the proposed
strategy classifies the tweets based on the sentiment scores
into 5 different categories. For further analysis they are
classified as Positive and Negative tweets, which boosts up
sentiment analysis which assists in identifying the most
affected sector.
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Fig 5. Word cloud representing the most frequent words
in tweets
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